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Purpose: There is an urgent need for sensitive regional methods to assess efficacy of respiratory therapeutics. Ventilation imaging 
using hyperpolarized 3He MRI is a safe and repeatable method to regionally visualize lung ventilation in obstructive airways 
diseases such as asthma [1,2]. To date methods for quantitative image analysis are largely based on binary segmentation of lung 
ventilation volume and defect percentage [3,4] and do not utilise the magnitude of the HP gas signal, which is directly proportional 
to regional gas ventilation to its full extent. Here we introduce a technique to quantitatively assess the regional responses of the 
lung to treatment to quantify areas of airway opening and closing in response to a standard bronchodilator therapy in asthmatics. 

Methods: A cohort of 35 moderate-severe asthmatics were imaged using hyperpolarized 3He ventilation MRI on a GE HDx 1.5T 
MRI system. 2 datasets were acquired at baseline and 1 image 20 min after administration of a bronchodilator (Figure 1A&B). 

 Image acquisition: Ventilation weighted images with a spatial 
resolution of 3x3x10mm were acquired using a 2D-SPGR sequence 
covering the whole lung(Fig.1B). For each acquisition a total of 350ml 
3He + 650 N2 was inhaled repeatedly from FRC. In the same breath-hold 
1H 2D bSSFP images were acquired with a resolution of 
3x6x10mm(Fig.1B).      
 Post-Processing:1H images between scans were registered 
[5] (Fig. 1A) and the deformation maps were applied to ventilation 
images from the same breath-hold. All ventilation images were then 
normalized for total signal intensity between breaths [6]. To compensate 
intensity losses due to gas dilution in total lung volume changes in 
response to treatment, voxels were multiplied by the ratio of ventilated 
volume before and after treatment (Fig. 1B). Ventilation changes were 
then quantified as the ratio of the difference between pre- and post-
treatment image to the sum of both, to scale them between [-100% 
100%] (Fig1C). To obtain positive and negative treatment response 
(%TR), absolute ventilation changes were compared to regional variation 

between baseline images (Fig.1D top). Only absolute ventilation changes bigger 
than baseline variation was counted as treatment response (%TR, Fig.1D bottom). Patients that were not able to hold their breath 
for a total of 17s (the duration of 3He + 1H acquisition) were excluded. A Wilcoxon signed ranks test was used to test for significant 
(P<0.01) difference of mean positive and negative %TR, 
alongside changes in percent lung ventilated volume (%VV) 
from combined 3He and 1H binary segmentation and changes 
forced expiratory flow (FEV1 %predicted) before and after 
treatment.  

Results and Discussion: Treatment response mapping 
was successful in 22 of the asthmatics scanned. An 
average positive response %TR-positive =29±8% in comparison to %TR-negative = 22±6% was found (Figure 2) which is indicative 
to a net improvement of regional lung ventilation across the subject group in response to the bronchodilator. A Wilcoxon signed 
ranks test showed significant difference between baseline & after bronchodilator for %TR, %VV and also FEV1 %predicted. 
Although all methods show significant sensitivity to bronchodilator treatment the TRM groups are more tightly clustered with clearer 
separation, with a standard deviation of 8.4% and 5.9% compared to 27.8% and 22% from FEV1%predicted indicating added 
sensitivity.  

Conclusion: Treatment response mapping is a quantitative method to evaluate regional ventilation changes is a quantitative 
method to evaluate regional ventilation changes from HP gas MRI. It is suitable for longitudinal studies and other patient 
populations. An increase in sensitivity to ventilation changes can be expected when compared to global measurements or other 
methods based on image segmentation and averaging over the whole lungs [3,4] as TRM utilises the magnitude of each voxel 
measurement and thus maximises the information available in the imaging data.      
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